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To the Editor,

Our department recently acquired new anesthesia

monitors from Philips (Philips Intellivue MX 800, Philips

Healthcare Canada, Saint-Laurent, QC, Canada) with

embedded Masimo pulse oximetry technology (Masimo

Canada ULC, St Laurent, QC, Canada). Although we

expect physiological monitors to provide information in

real time, we also appreciate that filtering, smoothing,

averaging, and digitizing analog signals may introduce

time delays. Nevertheless, during recent cardiac surgery

procedures, we were surprised to observe an obvious

delay between cardiac movement observed directly by

the beating heart in the surgical field or by transesoph-

ageal echocardiography and that observed by the

electrocardiogram (ECG) and arterial line traces

displayed on the monitors. On further testing, we also

observed a delay between high-pressure saline flushing of

the systemic and pulmonary artery catheters and the

appearance of the sharp upstrokes on the arterial traces.

Additionally, while the ECG and invasive pressure traces

were in synchrony with a typical electromechanical delay

of approximately 80 msec,1 we observed that the pulse

oximeter signal was considerably delayed compared with

arterial signals.

To measure these delays, we videotaped the monitor

(Figure and videos available as electronic supplemental

material). Following a short period of time with the

stopcock opened to room air, a sudden return to systemic

arterial pressure monitoring (‘‘stopcock turned’’, first

arrow, third tracing) was associated with a 900-msec

delay in the appearance of the systemic arterial waveform

(second arrow) on the first monitor and an 8.4-sec delay

on the slave monitor on the operating room wall (video,

available as electronic supplemental material). While

spontaneously occurring premature ventricular contrac-

tions (PVCs) recorded in the ECG signal (first and second

tracings) seem to be reflected synchronously ‘‘in time’’

with the systemic, pulmonary arterial, and central venous

pressure traces (third, fourth, and fifth tracing, respec-

tively), the delay between the PVCs on the ECG and their

reflection in the pulse oximeter signal (box, last tracing)

was 1,400 msec.

Although these delays may appear to be little more than

a technical curiosity, the consequences could be significant

if these signals were used to synchronize other devices,

such as a cardioversion defibrillating device or an aortic

balloon pump. In these circumstances, we strongly suggest

obtaining the synchronization signal (i.e., ECG or pressure

signal) directly from the patient to the device rather than

using the signals recorded from the monitor.

Electronic supplementary material The online version of this
article (doi:10.1007/s12630-011-9645-9) contains supplementary
material, which is available to authorized users.
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Figure Screen shot during a cardiac surgical case. After turning a

stop cock on the line (first arrow), the return of the arterial line signal

is delayed by 900 msec on the arterial line tracing (second arrow).

A single ventricular extrasystole on the electrocardiogram is reflected

in synchrony on the electrocardiogram and invasive pressure trans-

ducers (upper box) but the signal is delayed by 1400 msec on the

pulse oxymetry signal. See video clips available as electronic

supplemental material. ECG = electrocardiogram; PVC = premature

ventricular contraction
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